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ABSTRACT
In today’s Internet core, routers store forwarding state proportional to the number of edge networks. As the Internet
grows and core line rates increase, routers require memories that are increasingly fast and large—and are correspondingly increasingly expensive and difficult to engineer. In this
paper, we present Reduced-State Routing (RSR), in which
core routers require state only concerning the network topology within a two-hop radius, and thus of a size independent of the total number of Internet edge networks. RSR
achieves this feat by routing geographically using two sets
of node addresses: virtual coordinates, that are assigned to
reflect the link costs within an autonomous system; and geographic coordinates, that correspond to nodes’ physical locations. RSR routes greedily on virtual coordinates, and falls
back to face routing on geographic coordinates when greedy
progress is impossible on virtual coordinates. Unlike previous geographic routing schemes, RSR works on Internetlike graphs (rather than only on wireless-like graphs), and
supports policy routing. By simulating RSR on real tier-1
ISP topologies, we demonstrate that RSR achieves low path
stretch, comparable to that caused by policy routing in today’s Internet.

1. INTRODUCTION
With increasing aggregate router bandwidths in ISP cores,
forwarding packets at line speed continues to be a major
challenge for vendors [6]. One of the bottlenecks is IP lookup;
the need to perform longest-match prefix lookups over large
(and continually growing) routing tables has pushed researchers
to consider CAM-based hardware solutions and innovative
table compression schemes [5, 6, 17] that minimize mem† University
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ory bandwidth requirements and size. In this paper, we describe Reduced-State Routing (RSR), a routing architecture
that greatly reduces the state requirements for packet forwarding at core Internet routers, and thus reduces the cost
of core router hardware, both for high-speed forwarding engines, and for high-speed memory used to hold forwarding
tables.
RSR builds on the geographic routing schemes discussed
in the wireless routing literature [1, 10, 12]. In geographic
routing, nodes are addressed by geographic location and nodes
greedily forward packets to those neighbors closer to the
destination than themselves. When no such neighbor can
be found, geographic routing relies on face routing on a planar subgraph of the full network graph to escape this local
maximum; see [1, 10, 12] for details. At each hop, nodes
base all forwarding decisions solely on the positions of their
neighbors and the position of the packet’s destination. Thus,
nodes’ forwarding tables are of size equal to their fanout,
and independent of total network size.
This scaling property has much appeal for Internet routing1 , but there are two drawbacks that prevent geographic
routing from being directly applied in the Internet.
The first issue is that of topology. Existing geographic
routing schemes rely on face-routing techniques to reach all
destinations successfully. Face routing assumes radio-like
connectivity, where nodes can directly communicate if and
only if they are within a certain distance of each other. Internet connectivity does not have this property: connectivity
is only loosely correlated with, not determined by, proximity. In recent work [11], we presented a distributed probing
scheme called CLDP that guarantees correct face routing on
arbitrary graphs. RSR employs CLDP to apply geographic
routing to Internet-like graphs.
However, Internet routing requires more than mere reachability; policy constraints and traffic engineering (TE) considerations require choosing routes by metrics other than ge1 Finn [7] and Deering [4] proposed geographic routing and addressing for the Internet, respectively. These approaches have much
charm, but the former floods packets when a sequence of hops
monotonically closer to the destination does not exist, and the latter requires that providers interconnect at all major metropolitan
areas. Here we accept the current Internet addressing scheme and
provider interconnection configuration as given, eschew flooding,
and seek to achieve reduced routing state within those constraints.

ographic distance or hop count. Thus, the second problem
with geographic routing schemes is that they slavishly follow the paths determined by node coordinates, and thus cannot easily accommodate intra-ISP TE and inter-ISP policy
routing.
This paper focuses on this second issue, proposing in RSR
a design that allows the forwarding state size in core ISP
routers to be a function of node fanout, not network size, but
that still provides the same administrative autonomy, policy
hooks, and TE controls found in the existing Internet. RSR
requires longer packet headers than IPv4’s, but comparable
in length to those used in IPv6. In terms of route length, on
the real ISP topologies that we have tested, a preliminary
version of RSR, without extensive optimization, achieves
path stretches less than 2. To put this number in context,
evidence suggests that policy routing in today’s Internet inflates paths by that much or more [18].
We continue in Section 2 by describing RSR in detail. We
then offer a performance evaluation of RSR in Section 3,
and conclude in Section 4 with a discussion of future work
directions.

2. REDUCED-STATE ROUTING
In this section, we discuss the design requirements for
RSR, then outline the approach we adopt to meet those requirements. We then describe RSR’s components in detail,
and conclude by illustrating how they fit together with an
end-to-end packet forwarding example.

2.0.0.1

Design Requirements.

Our central aim in RSR is to allow an ISP’s core routers
to require no forwarding table state beyond their immediate
neighbors in that same same ISP’s core. Traditional geographic routing allows each node to route using a forwarding
table consisting only of one entry for each of its single-hop
neighbors [10]. We add three other requirements for RSR
crucial for use in the Internet that are unsatisfied by prior
geographic routing schemes.
First, RSR must choose intra-domain routes that reflect the
ISP’s traffic engineering decisions (R1). These routes often
do not minimize Euclidean distance between source and destination, nor hop count. In this paper, we consider one way
in which ISPs today engineer their backbones—by tuning
link weights in their IGP (e.g., OSPF or IS-IS).
Second, RSR must find inter-domain paths that reflect ISPs’
policy decisions (R2). Again, these AS paths, found today
by BGP, typically do not minimize Euclidean distance, nor
hop count.
While achieving goals R1 and R2, RSR must allow ISPs
to use the same “knobs” they do today to accomplish intradomain TE and inter-domain policy routing (R3). To that
end, we allow ISPs to continue to configure BGP policies
and IGP link weights exactly as they do today. RSR fully
preserves the control and policy planes of entities underpinning the current Internet’s naming and routing system: Au-

tonomous Systems, the two-level routing hierarchy consisting of intra-domain and and inter-domain routing protocols,
and the Domain Name System. However, objects used in the
data plane, such as node addresses, data used for computing
routes within and across ISPs, and entries in the forwarding
tables of routers’ line cards are slightly different. 2

2.0.0.2

RSR Overview.

We now give a schematic overview of RSR. Let us begin by considering intra-domain routing, inside a single ISP
backbone’s AS. A packet arrives at an ingress router at the
edge of the AS. Let us assume for the moment that the egress
router in that AS is known.
The ISP runs the same link-state IGP it does today, with
edge weights that cause TE to occur. As a result, each router
holds the full link-state database, which is the full intradomain network graph within the AS. RSR does not generate a forwarding table from this information. Rather, it
embeds the network graph into an n-dimensional coordinate
space, yielding n-dimensional virtual coordinates (VC) for
each router. This embedding has the property that the Euclidean distance between two nodes’ VCs is proportional to
the cost of the path between them in the network graph (i.e.,
the sum of its link costs).
Within an AS, RSR simply routes greedily on these VCs.
That is, each packet contains a VC destination address, each
router knows its own VC address, and each router knows
the VC addresses of its neighbor routers. A router computes its own Euclidean VC distance from the destination,
and those of its neighbors, and forwards the packet to the
neighbor closest to the destination, provided the neighbor is
closer than the forwarding router.
Note that greedy routing on VCs may fail; it’s possible that
a router’s neighbors may have greater or equal Euclidean VC
distance to the destination than itself. In this case, RSR recovers by routing using a different set of addresses. Each
packet also carries the geographic coordinates (GC) for the
destination, its two-dimensional real-world position. And
each router knows its own GC, and those of its single-hop
neighbors. When greedy forwarding fails using VCs, RSR
instead forwards the packet using GCs, by face routing atop
CLDP, which always succeeds in any network graph [11].
The intuition behind this overall intra-domain routing approach is that greedy forwarding on VCs respects TE constraints, but may encounter regions of a topology where greedy
forwarding is impossible. Face routing on GCs does not respect TE, but always succeeds on any topology. Thus, RSR
tries VC routing first, and falls back to GC routing only when
needed to ensure reachability.3 The aim is that the resulting combination ensures reachability, with some (hopefully
small) divergence from TE constraints.
2 While incremental deployment of RSR bears consideration, we do
not do so herein.
3 We use GC’s and not VC’s for face routing because the face routing we currently use is guaranteed to find a loop-free path only in
two dimension graphs.

We now consider inter-domain routing. An RSR sender
marks all packets with a policy tag (PT), which identifies the
destination host’s AS. All ISP edge routers run BGP as they
do today, but exchange routes with PT’s (AS numbers) as
destinations, rather than with IP prefixes. An ingress router
then uses the destination PT field in a received packet and
the forwarding state it established using BGP to choose the
appropriate egress router within that same AS. It then writes
the VC address for that egress router into the packet, separately from the end-host destination address in the packet.
Thus, under RSR, this egress router address field is rewritten
at each AS’ ingress router.4
We now provide further details concerning RSR’s workings.

2.0.0.3

Node Addressing.

There are three addressing entities in RSR, as introduced
above. Virtual Coordinates (VCs) are in an n-dimensional
space.5 VCs reflect intra-domain TE constraints. They are
not globally unique, but are rather AS-scoped. Geographic
Coordinates (GCs) are in two-dimensional space, and are
merely the physical positions of routers (if we are concerned
about giving away the GC’s of routers, we can use “synthetic” GC’s using techniques in [15]). GCs are globally
unique; a GC’s low-order bits are a unique ID of a router or
end host (e.g., an Ethernet MAC address). Finally, a Policy
Tag (PT) identifies a host or router’s AS; it may be thought
of as today’s AS number.
In RSR, the DNS resolves a host-name to a GC address,
and GC addresses are used in transport protocol control blocks.
A packet carries fields as follows:
Field
src GC
dst GC
dst VC
dst PT
egress GC
egress VC

Description
source host geo coords6
dst host geo coords
dst host virt coords
dst host policy tag7
AS egress router geo coords
AS egress router virt coords

We assume that each host and router knows its own position, and thus its GC address, and also knows its own AS,
and thus knows its own PT. A sending host may thus fill in
the src GC field for a packet it generates, and after a DNS
lookup, may fill in the dst GC field as well. What remains to
be discussed is how a destination’s VC field and PT field are
generated, and how they are written into packets.

2.0.0.4

Generating VCs.

4 This rewriting of addresses at AS boundaries is reminiscent of
IPNL [8], but for different aims (small routing state, rather than
flexibility), and by different means (using state obtained from BGP,
rather than state obtained from DNS).
5 In this work, n = 16.
6 In the first packet of a connection, the source would include its
own VC and PT in the options header so that the destination need
not do discover them separately.
7 In our embedding, dst VC and dst PT together occupy only 128
bits.

As previously described, instead of performing a Dijkstra computation on the link state database, each RSR router
computes an embedding of the link-weighted topology onto
an n-dimensional coordinate space. The embedding algorithm we use is adapted from from Bourgain’s algorithm [14].
This algorithm belongs to a body of literature dealing with
embedding metric spaces into other metric spaces (see [9,
14] for an exposition of such techniques).
Given a weighted graph, we observe that we can construct
a metric space on this graph by forming the full Dijkstra matrix D. Bourgain’s algorithm shows how to embed (i.e., calculate the VCs) a given set of n points forming a metric space
(this metric space is D in our case) into O(log(n)) dimensions with O(log(n)) distortion. It is a simple probabilistic
algorithm; because of space constraints, we do not cover its
details here.
The resulting assignment of VCs has the property that the
Euclidean distance between any two routers in this n-D coordinate system is “close” to the least path cost between
those routers in the underlying topology. Thus, RSR approximately satisfies an ISP’s TE requirements by computing an
embedding with low distortion. Note that a router’s VC can
change under dynamics such as link weight changes and link
failure/restores. These dynamics mimic changes in forwarding tables that occur in conventional routing.
We finally note that in RSR, the VC of a host is the VC
assigned to its first-hop router; this VC can be discovered
using standard router discovery mechanisms [3]. We defer
discussion of how a sending host learns a destination host’s
VC and PT (which are volatile, and not available in DNS)
until the end of this section.

2.0.0.5

Intra-Domain Routing.

An RSR router’s forwarding table contains only the node
addresses and the current virtual coordinates of its immediate neighbors.8 As previously described, routers forward
packets to neighbors that are progressively closer to the destination in VC space. This greedy forwarding will often, but
not always, succeed. When no closer neighbor is available,
RSR falls back to using geographic face routing on GCs, using the dst GC address field of the packet. Simply put, geographic face routing traverses faces of an almost [11] planar
graph generated by CLDP.9 Face routing continues until the
packet reaches a router whose VC is closer to the destination than the router that couldn’t forward greedily using the
packet’s dst VC address field.
Note that face routing can greatly increase the path stretch,
since geographic routing is unaware of link weights. In fact,
in our simulations (Section 3), we show this effect is significant. Fortunately, a simple one-hop lookahead heuris8 We describe below a slight change to this that requires routers to
maintain a little bit more information.
9 In this paper, for reasons of space, we have omitted a description
of how CLDP works. For our purposes, what is important here
is that CLDP ensures failure-free geographic routing on arbitrary
graphs.
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Figure 1: RSR example
tic works well to dramatically reduce stretch, as also shown
in Section 3. In this technique, routers keep the VCs and
GCs not only of their neighbors, but also of their neighbors’
neighbors as well. This set of nodes is used both in the
greedy VC routing phase, as well as in determining when
to exit GC routing.
Finally, we emphasize that RSR only approximately satisfies ISP TE requirements, since not all packets take leastcost paths. Thus, stretch (the ratio of the cost of the actual
path taken to the least cost path) is an important measure of
RSR performance, and one we evaluate in Section 3.

2.0.0.6

Inter-Domain Routing.

To complete our description of RSR, we now outline how
RSR implements policy routing. In RSR, ISPs (or autonomous
systems) run BGP essentially unchanged, except for one crucial difference: instead of distributing IP prefix information
in BGP, RSR disseminates opaque policy tags. A policy tag
is an identifier associated with a set of destinations. RSR
applies the same policy for routing to all destinations associated with a policy tag. The idea of policy tags is not
new; policy atoms [2] are analogous to policy tags. A simple example of a policy tag is an AS number; all destinations
within the AS are subject to the same policy.
When forwarding a packet to an arbitrary destination, an
AS’s ingress router extracts the dst PT field from the packet,
then determines the VC of the egress router for that destination within the same AS, and writes that VC into the packet’s
egress VC field. Subsequently, within that AS, the packet
is routed using the egress VC field. This is key to RSR’s
scaling, since core routers now need only maintain reduced
routing state. Ingress routers, however, maintain state comparable to today’s Internet. Unlike in today’s routing system,
where all intra-domain routers must run I-BGP and maintain
full forwarding tables, the PT-to-egress-VC mapping need
only be maintained at edge routers. Moreover, because mapping a packet’s PT to its egress router requires a perfectmatch and not a longest-prefix-match lookup, fast-path forwarding is significantly simplified at edge routers.

2.0.0.7

Putting It All Together.

We now pictorially describe how these various components work together in RSR. Figure 1 shows what forward-

ing state is kept in RSR to support end-to-end routing between hosts S and D, and how addresses are used inside that
flow’s packets.
A packet holds the GC addresses of the source and destination (SGC and DGC , respectively, in the figure). It also
holds the VC and PT values of the destination (ER4VC and
AS2PT respectively, in the figure). Finally, the egress VC
value held is overwritten at each AS’s ingress router (to be
ER2VC in AS1, and ER4VC in AS2 in the figure).
How does the source learn ER4VC and AS2PT in the first
place, given that a VC is ephemeral and not globally unique,
and therefore unsuitable for keeping in DNS? The first packet
from the source to the destination is routed geographically,
and the destination’s VC and PT is returned in response to
that first packet (e.g., piggybacked on an ACK or a transportlevel handshake message). Subsequently, all packets from
the source contain a (possibly dynamically changing) VC
and PT of the destination. If the destination VC changes dynamically, as during long-lived connections, fast path routing on a stale destination VC would take the packet to the
wrong last-hop router that discovers this problem (e.g., DGC
falls outside the geographic region that the router handles),
and returns an ICMP message with SGC as the destination address so that the source can (re)discover the new destination
VC. Likewise, when destination changes providers, sources
discover new PT’s.
The forwarding table that an edge router like ER1 stores in
the line card of the S–ER1 link is shown in Figure 1. When
a packet with a valid destination VC address enters ER1, it
looks up the best egress edge router using the packet’s destination PT field, and writes the resulting VC into the packet
header (ER2VC in this case). Now that there is sufficient information inside the packet about the intermediate destination (ER2), ER1 uses the egress VC address (ER2VC ) as the
destination address, and invokes the RSR forwarding algorithm to forward it to a core router CR1. Thus, edge routers
do both a lookup to decide the egress, and a next-hop lookup
based on the egress VC.
Core routers are simpler since, as described above, they
can keep reduced state and forward on VCs alone. The forwarding state that a core router like CR1 keeps in its line card
for the link ER1–CR1 is also shown in Figure 1. CR1 selects
CR2 on this basis, and this forwarding process repeats until
the packet reaches ER2.

3.

RESULTS

In this section we present the performance of the core
components of RSR (virtual co-ordinate assignment, and forwarding strategy as described in Section 2) by simulating
them on realistic ISP topologies. Our primary goal is to
demonstrate the feasibility of RSR on realistic topologies;
it is not immediately obvious that our embedding strategy or
the use of face routing will result in reasonable path stretches.
We developed a simulator in C that, given a topology with
associated link weights, computes the embedding of the topol-

ogy in higher dimensions, and forwards packets between any
pair of nodes.
We evaluate RSR on ISP topologies inferred by Rocketfuel [16]. These topologies are annotated with the geographic location of routers, and inferred link weights. We
use this information to compute the router VCs, and to implement face routing.
At first glance, it appears that RSR would perform poorly
since it employs an embedding that can distort paths, and
it uses geographic face routing which is oblivious to link
weights. Our primary measure for validating RSR is path
stretch: the ratio of the total weight along a path taken by
RSR to the least cost path.10 Thus, one metric we use for
measuring RSR performance is the average path stretch taken
over all pairwise paths in the topology.
However, average stretch alone does not accurately capture the performance of RSR. If paths A and B have the same
stretch, but B is significantly longer than A, then B should
arguably count for more when measuring performance since
packets traversed using B consume more resources. We account for this using two different metrics. First, we compute a metric called aggregate stretch which is the ratio of
the sum of all pairwise RSR paths to the sum of all pairwise least cost paths. This aggregation naturally accounts for
long paths. Second, we compute a metric called discounted
stretch, which is defined as the average over all paths of discounted path stretch. This latter quantity is defined for a
a
given path as C+p
C+ps , where C is a constant, pa is cost of the
path chosen by RSR, and ps is the least cost path between
the same endpoints. Intuitively, discounted path stretch discounts paths of cost less than C in computing stretch.
Table 1 displays the performance of RSR on a variety of
ISP topologies. For each of our simulations, we use an embedding in 16 dimensions and assign 5 bits per dimensions.
For context, Table 1 also shows the results for grid and random topologies. Random topologies are random graphs in
the unit square with randomly assigned link weights chosen
uniformly between 1 and 10 (this range is comparable to ISP
link weight range). Grid topologies are n × n grids whose
link weights are similarly assigned.
Table 1 shows that, for most of our ISP topologies, stretch
values are less than two. Indeed, for some of the smaller
topologies like Exodus, RSR achieves stretches close to 1.1.
This is reassuring, since these values are comparable to those
reported for the stretch induced by policy routing that counts
path hops [18]. At the same time, this result is surprising
since it isn’t a priori clear that RSR could achieve such low
stretch values. We explain this as follows. Stretch has two
components: one induced by greedy routing on the VCs,
and the other induced by face routing (both contributions are
shown in Table 1. We found that the former component inflates stretch by only a small extent (not much more than
∼ 2X) no matter how much % of the path is spent in greedy
10 In this work, lacking ISP data, we do not quantify the correspond-

ing latency change (most likely to be higher for most paths).

mode, while the stretch due to face routing is high (50 or
higher) if we don’t use one level lookahead (which causes a
comparatively higher % of the path to be spent in face routing mode). Since face routing is inherently oblivious to link
weights, the impact on the overall stretch is severe. Our strategy of using a 1 hop lookahead both during greedy routing
and checking when we can exit face routing markedly reduces the impact of face routing by causing the packet to
spend a large percentage of its path in greedy mode, and enter face routing for only short segments. Consequently, each
face routing segment incurs a smaller stretch that is comparable to greedy.
In addition, our simulations incorporate another simple
trick that reduces the cost of face walks. We observed that
our ISP topologies have many degree 1 nodes. These are basically leaf nodes from which there is no where to go except
back during face routing. We avoid using such links during
face routing.
Two observations about the table are worth highlighting.
Discounted stretch is generally lower than average stretch,
indicating that a number of paths which contribute to the
increased stretch are short paths. This is particularly evident for the Sprint topology, whose average stretch is slightly
higher than 2, but whose discounted stretch is comparatively
low. In addition, aggregate stretch is sometimes higher than
average stretch and sometimes lower, indicating that some
topologies have a greater fraction of longer paths with greater
stretches than others. From the Table, it can be seen that this
variation is not much.
Aside from stretch, there are several secondary performance questions in RSR. To these we present some preliminary answers. One such question is: what address size is sufficient, and how many dimensions are sufficient for the embedding? We extensively examined stretch performance for
various values of these quantities, and found that an 80-bit
address on a 16-dimensional embedding performs quite well
(performance saturates for higher address bit budgets and
higher number of dimensions). Also, given a fixed address
budget, we see a threshold for the bit resolution/dimension
below which stretch degrades. Thus, it seems to always be
preferable to use a lower (e.g. 16) dimensional embedding
with resolution higher than the threshold (5 bits in our case),
than a higher dimensional embedding with lower bits per dimension (say 20D with 4 bits/D or 80D with 1bit/D). These
observations are specific to our choice of embedding algorithm (Bourgain’s embedding), but we expect to see such
“sweet spots” for other other algorithms as well.
Given that RSR uses a one-hop lookahead for greedy routing, another question is: what is the precise amount of state
that core routers need to keep? As Table 1 shows, both average and maximum states for all our ISP topologies are relatively low; Sprint incurs the highest maximum state. In general, one would expect core routers to have relatively low
state despite the existence of power-laws in router topology;
that is because most of the high-degree nodes in the router

Topology

Total
Nodes

Average
Degree

Maximum
State

Average
State

Average
Stretch

Aggregate
Stretch

Discounted
Stretch (C=3)

Greedy
Stretch

Face
Stretch

Embedding Time
/Dijkstra Time

Grid

400

3.800

12

11.008

1.439

1.497

1.413

1.763

1.124

0.536

Random
AS 1239
Sprint
AS 1755
Ebone
AS 3257
Tiscali
AS 3967
Exodus
AS 6461
Abovenet

400

18.51

342

253.685

2.287

2.252

1.691

1.695

2.205

0.575

315

5.171

135

37.810

2.153

1.900

1.724

1.723

5.741

0.624

86

2.744

28

11.826

2.167

2.348

1.966

1.627

3.625

2.72

181

3.154

71

21.613

1.77

1.707

1.592

1.744

1.91

1.53

78

2.769

32

13.308

1.204

1.194

1.170

1.137

1.377

3.797

141

4.319

71

22.475

1.583

1.650

1.472

1.526

1.623

1.56

Table 1: Results for a 16 dimensional embedding and 80 bit address
topology tend to be at the edges [13]. Also, note that the random topology has a much higher maximum state. This explains its surprisingly low stretch given that node locations
are completely random, and that the average node degree is
about 4X more than that of the largest ISP (Sprint); by keeping so much lookahead state, RSR is able to more frequently
avoid face routing on the random graph.
Finally, the cost of computing the embedding is an important performance issue. Table 1 shows that the the time
taken to compute the embedding is comparable to, or slightly
larger than, the time taken to compute least cost routes using
Dijkstra’s algorithm.
In summary, our results indicate that RSR performs reasonably well by several metrics. The results we present are
obtained without much performance tuning, save for a couple of optimizations we discussed already. In general, we
expect that we can improve the overall performance of RSR
by more carefully examining the various design choices and
their attendant trade-offs. We leave the evaluation of RSR’s
end-to-end path stretch performance across multiple ISPs to
future work.

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented RSR, a novel and feasible approach to
reducing forwarding state size at core routers, that allows
ISPs to engineer traffic and control routing policy using the
same IGP link weight and BGP policy mechanisms they use
today. RSR brings the scalability of geographic routing to
the Internet by embedding link weights into a virtual coordinate system, and routing greedily in that virtual coordinate
system; and by falling back on greedy routing on physical
node locations to ensure reachability in all network graphs.
Thereby, RSR drastically reduces the state requirement at
an ISP backbone’s core routers, which only need keep state
proportional to their fanout. Our simulation results demonstrate that on real ISP backbone topologies, RSR achieves
this state reduction with bearable path stretches. While we
demonstrated in this paper that RSR can meet TE rules represented as IGP link weights, it would be interesting in future to examine how to make VC routing work across more
complex TE goals embodied by richer MPLS designs.
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